ChE 4162 – Unit Operations Laboratory

Instructions for Taking the Quiz

Once you’re on the ChE 4162 Moodle site, take the Safety Quiz by following these instructions:

1. In the center frame, look for the topic entitled Safety and Syllabus Quizzes and click on the menu item labeled Departmental Safety Guidelines Quiz. This will open a new page entitled Departmental Safety Guidelines Quiz.

2. If you should decide at this point NOT to take the quiz, simply backtrack using your browser’s feature or the path links that Moodle supplies in the upper left hand corner of the page. If you intend to take the quiz at this time, click Attempt Quiz Now.

3. Clicking Attempt Quiz Now brings up the quiz – all the questions. There will be 20 questions chosen randomly from a pool of more than 20 questions. Select the best answer on each question. Save without submitting (at the bottom of the page) if you are worried about the amount of time it’s taking to take the quiz.

4. This quiz is open notes. You can have the Minimum Safety Regulations open during the quiz. The purpose of the quiz is to ensure that you have read over this material.

5. When you have completed and ALL the answers click the Submit all and finish button at the bottom of the quiz. You will be one last chance to confirm that you have finished the quiz. If you have click OK, if not then click Cancel.

6. A new page will show, recognizing successful submission, giving the results of your quiz and inviting you to click Re-attempt quiz if you have not scored the requisite 90%. You may take the quiz as many times as needed to score 90%.

7. If you have scored 90% or better, then just backtrack using your browser’s feature or the path links that Moodle supplies in the upper left hand corner of the page.